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FOREWORD

This report was prepared under Department of the Army
Project No. 548-03-001, Army Ordnance Contract No. DA-23-
072-ORD-130Z, Denver Research Institute Project No. 198, "Re-
search and Development to Determine Optimum Armor Intake and
Exhaust Grilles." The work was administered under the techni-
cal direction of the Research and Engineering Directorate, Ord-
nance Tank Automotive Command, Detroit Arsenal, with Mr. H.
Spiro as Project Engineer.

This report is UNCLASSIFIED when detached from the
Appendices which are classified CONFIDENTIAL.
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ABSTRACT

The terminal ballistic dynamics of small arms projectiles
and fragment simulating projectiles are presented. These dynamics
include the post-impact residual velocity and direction of pro-
jectiles, projectile break-up and dispersion of projectile frag-
ments, and the mechanics of plate perforation. Ricochet dynamics
concerning steel, aluminum, and titanium armor materials have
been determined experimentally for impact obliquities up to 60
degrees. Analytical equations which accurately predict the dyn-
amics of ballistic perforation were derived and confirmed by ex-
perimental data. These equations consider the effects of obliquity,
plate thickness, edge impact and projectile shape.

A ballistic evaluation procedure, based upon the defined
terminal ballistic dynamics, was developed. While the procedure
was developed specifically for the evaluation of grilles, it can be
used equally well for evaluating any armoring concept or the per-
formance of projectiles.

Several prototype grilles were designed and evaluated.
Some of these will be fabricated and ballistically proof-tested.
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Figuire 2. Ricochet Dynam-ics. Ballistic Test Appar-atuIs. Target
and Gatc h Pe ndulurns
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The target pendulum incorporates a counter-balance which
places the center of gravity of the pendulum at the point of projec-
tile impact. This prevents the creation of torsional moments
which would complicate the pendulum trace. Four-wire support,
arranged symmetrically about the center of gravity, was used so
that the pendulum could swing with equal ease in any direction.
Both the pendulum proper and the counter-weight were constructed
of plates so that the pendulum weight could be changed. Weight

was adjusted during testing so that the pendulum swing did not
exceed 3 inches; length of the pendulum suspension was about 5
feet.

The catch pendulum is faced with Celotex and foam rubber
through which the projectile or its fragments pass to be stopped
in sand. Its suspension is similar to that of the target pendulum.
During testing, the catch pendulum was placed so that the result-
ant rebound momentum would be absorbed near the center of grav-
ity. No provision was made to adjust the weight of the catch
pendulum, aside from varying the amount of sand. In some cases
not all of the fragments were captured by the catch pendulum.
For this reason, the measured remaining momentum was used
only to check momentum triangles. In almost all cases the mo-
mentum measured by the catch pendulum agreed closely with-the
value obtained by vectorially subtracting the impulse transferred
to the target plate from the initial momentum.

Where the projectile or fragment simulator removes a
relatively small amount of mass from the target plate, and remains
intact after impact, accurate calculations of remaining velocity,
Vr, impact energy, and remaining kinetic energy can be performed
using the momentum triangles.

Fortunately, it was found that the mass removed from the
plate was negligible compared to projectile mass, except at high
obliquity and high velocity. A test series to determine the extent
of the calculation error due to the removal of plate mass showed
that mass ejected from steel plates, subjected to ricochet impact
by armor-piercing projectiles, did not exceed 3 1/2 percent of
projectile mass at impact velocities up to 2500 ft/sec or 8 percent
up to 3100 ft/sec. Impacts with aluminum and titanium involved

DENVER RESEARCH INSTITUTE- UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
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even less ejected plate mass. Fragment simulators did not remove
measurable mass at any obliquity or velocity when impacting steel.
The percent error in computation of residual velocity, Vr (computed
by dividing remaining momentum by projectile mass), or impact and
remaining kinetic energies cannot numerically exceed the above per-
centages of ejected mass. This error is in a direction to predict
high residual velocities which is conservative from the point of view
of grille design.

Only the armor-piercing and ball projectiles were subject
to general break-up, which occurred at all test obliquities and at
all but the lowest velocities. If all fragments of the projectile
possess the same velocity, no error is introduced by break-up in
the computation of residual velocity. Even when the projectile
fragments do not possess identical velocities, the average residual
velocity of the fragments is computed accurately by dividing the re-
maining momentum by the projectile mass. Only the computation
of energies may be in error. It was shown that the error in the
computation of remaining kinetic energy should not exceed 10 per-
cent as the result of break-up. Since this error possesses the
opposite sense, it is compensated, at least partially, by the error
due to plate mass removal.

Test Results. Typical ricochet impacts are shown in
Figures 4 through 16, pages 20 through 32. Only the AP penetrates
the surface of steel to any great extent at the standard velocities.
Ball projectiles slide off the surface of both steel and titanium.
The FSP penetrates the surface of titanium and steel to some ex-
tent at high velocities and low obliquities. As would be expected,
aluminum is penetrated readily by all projectiles. Because of
this, aluminum is a very good ricochet energy absorber; the
projectile enters the surface easily, loses kinetic energy, and
has a difficult time emerging. Titanium behaves in a manner
similar to steel being somewhat more easily penetrated than
steel and thereby absorbing more energy during the ricochet.

Ricochet can be characterized in the following manner.
At very low impact velocities the projectiles do not penetrate
the plate surface to any extent. The component of velocity par-
allel to the plate is reduced very little during impact. On the

DENVER RESEARCH INSTITUTE -UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
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Figure 4. Ricochet Dynam-ics. Ricochet Imnpacts. 0. 50 Cal. APM-
2 Projectile. Hom-ogeneous Steel Armor MIL 12560.
Reading Left to Right, Top and Bottom-, Obliquity and
Velocity in FPS. 30'-2120, 30*-1635, 40'-1975, 40*-
2720
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Figure 5. Ricochet IDynai(s. Ricoche Im patcts. 0. 50 Cal. APM-
2 Projectile. lIumogenemis Stee . i-nor MIL 1 2560.
Reading Lkeft to Right, Top to 13 tton, Obliquity and

Velocity in FPS. 50'-3060, 500 3100, 500 3060, 50'-
3080
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Figure 6. Ricochet IDyiluali( Ricf-lht ImpJacts. 0. )0 Cal. 207-
Grain WAI. YSP. I Iru(,(lsStccl Arnl-mr MIL 1 2560.
Reading Left to R ight, an!)d Bult tuu, Obliquity and
Velocity ill lE'S. W0' ')~0 0' -'1 ')0, 30' - 3440, 30' -
13380
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Figure 8. Ricochet Dynamics. Ricochet Impacts. 0. 50 Cal. APM-
2 Projectile. Aluminum Armor MIL 46027. 40 Degree
Obliquity. Velocities in Feet per Second
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Figure 10. Ricochet Dynamics. Ricochet Impacts. 0.50 Cal. Ball
MZ Projectile. Aluminum Armor MIL 46027. 60 Degree
Obliquity. Velocities in Feet per Second
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contrary, even at these low velocities, the rebound velocity in the
normal direction is low compared to the normal component of im-
pact velocity. This component of rebound in the direction normal
to the plate decreases as impact velocity increases due to the more
severe plastic deformation, which causes the impact to be more
inelastic. Thus, projectiles tend to slide off the plate with a velocity
nearly equal to the parallel component of the impact velocity.

The rebound obliquity angle, Or) is measured in the same
way as the impact obliquity angle 0, that is, with respect to a nor-
mal to the plate. Hence, at low velocities, as velocities and in-
elasticity increase, the rebound obliquity angle also increases; the
result of decreased rebound from the surface. At higher velocities
penetration of the surface becomes significant. The result of this
is to increase normal rebound, decrease the parallel velocity com-
ponent, and decrease the rebound obliquity; the ricocheting pro-
jectile is forced to rise out of the scoop. Thus, in general, rebound
obliquity curves display a maximum rebound obliquity (a velocity
at which the normal rebound is a minimum).

Aluminum is easily penetrated and for this reason, scooping
begins at very low velocities; rebound obliquity decreases rapidly
with increasing impact velocity. At relatively low velocities all
types of projectiles imbed readily in aluminum. Ricochet from
aluminum surfaces does not occur at high velocities, except when
the obliquity is high.

The ratio of ricochet velocity to impact velocity, Vr/V,
diminishes as surface penetration becomes significant. Until
this occurs, the ratio is approximately constant, resulting in
straight lines on plots of residual and impact velocity. During
ricochet tests utilizing relatively thin plates, the above ratio de-
creases rapidly as the minimum perforation velocity (ballistic
limit) is approached.

Figures A-1 through A-Zl, pages 13 through 33, in Part
A of the Appendix represent the experimentally determined re-
lationships which exist between rebound velocity, Vr, rebound
obliquity, Or , impact velocity, V, and impact obliquity, 0.

DENVER RESEARCH INSTITUTE -UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
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Figures 17 through 28, pages 35 through 46, illustrate
fragmentation due to ricochet with steel plates. This fragmentation
is typical of that observed for ricochet with titanium. This may be
confirmed by a comparison with Figures 13 through 16, pages 29
through 32., Ball and AP projectiles almost always break up into
fragments during oblique impact. Once a grille succeeds in break-
ing up a projectile, it must function to contain all fragments having
lethal or damaging potential. Thus, a major function of a grille is
to contain fragments whether they originate as projectile fragments
or bursting shell fragments.

At even moderate velocities, the soft lead-antimony core of
the 0. 30 cal. Ball disintegrates upon impact. The mild steel core
of the 0. 50 cal. Ball yields to hard steel or titanium armor. At
low obliquity the frontal distortion of this projectile occurs very
rapidly, resulting in inertial circumferential tensile stresses which
split the flattened portion into fingers which break off as the result
of high impact velocities. Axial and bending stresses combine to
break projectiles at the center. At high obliquities, the Ball pro-
jectile flattens against the steel or titanium plate, breaking up only
at very high velocities.

The hard steel AP cores can be made to shatter during nor-
mal impact with steel or titanium only when the velocity is high
(above normal service velocity). Shattering occurs when axial com-
pressive stresses produce shearing and tensile hoop stresses which
exceed the strength of the core material. The projectile breaks up

near the nose since axial stress decreases from maximum to zero
from nose to tail (this effect is intensified by reduced frontal cross-
sections).

At zero obliquity, a matching AP projectile will commonly
defeat armor without breaking up. However, at obliquities greater
than 20-degrees, the projectile will break up at moderate velocities
(1500 ft/sec at 20.-degrees, 1000 ft/sec at 30-degrees). Bending
stresses, which increase in severity with impict obliquity, add to
the axial stresses,causing the projectile to break up.

At the usual impact velocities, the time involved in impact
has been determined to be of the order of 100 micro.- seconds; the
time required for the elastic wave to travel the length of the 0. 50

DENVER RESEARCH INSTITUTE- UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
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Figure 17. Ricochet Dynamics. Fragmentation. 0. 30 Cal. Ball
M2 Projectile. Rcading Left to Right, Top and Bottom,
30, 40, 50 and 60 Degree Obliquities
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Figure 18. Ricochet Dynamics. Fragmentation. 0.50 Cal. Ball
MZ Projectile, 30 and 40 Degree Obliquities, Top and

Bottom
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Figure 19. Ricochet Dynamics. Fragmentation. 0.50 Cal. Ball
M2 Projectile, 50 and 60 Degree Obliquities, Top and

Bottom
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Figure 20. Ricochet Dynamics. Fragmentation. 0. 30 Cal. APM
2 Projectile. 30 and 40 Degree Obliquities, Top and

Bottom
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Figure 21. Ricochet Dynamics. Fragmentation. 0. 30 Cal. APM
2 Projectile. 50 and 60 Degree Obliquities, Top and
Bottom
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Figure ZZ. Ricochet Dynamics. Fragmentation. 0. 50 Cal. APM
2 Projectile. 30 and 40 Degree Obliquities, Top and

Bottom
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Figure 23. Ricochet Dynamics. Fragmentation. 0. 50 Cal. APM
2 Projectile. 50 and 60 Degree Obliquities, Top and

Bottom
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Figure 24. Ricochet Dynamics. Fragmentation. 0. 30 Cal. 44-
Grain WAL FSP. 30 and 40 Degree Obliquities, Top

and Bottom
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Figure 25. Ricochet Dynamics. Fragmentation. 0. 30 Cal. 44-
Grain WAL FSP. 50 and 60 Degree Obliquities, Top
and Bottom
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Figure 26. Ricochet Dynamics. Fragmentation. 0.50 Cal. 207-
Grain WAL FSP. 30 and 40 Degree Obliquities, Top
and Bottom
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Figure 27. Ricochet Dynamics. Fragmentation. 0. 50 Cal. 207-
Grain WAL FSP. 50 and 60 Degree Obliquities, Top
and Bottom
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Figure 28. Ricochet Dynamics. Fragmentation. 20 mm., 825-
Grain WAL FSP. 30 and 40 Degree and 50 and 60
Degree Obliquities, Top and Bottom
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cal. AP is about 10 micro-seconds. Thus, it is reasonable to as-
sume for stress analyses that stresses are set up without delay in
the projectile. A preliminary stress analysis, at several impact
obliquities, of the 0.50 cal. AP M2 was performed on a National
Science Foundation grant. Compressive stresses due to combined
axial and bending stresses near the center of the 0. 50 cal. projectile
were computed to be about Z50, 000 psi at a 30 -degree obliquity,
600, 000 psi at a 60-degree obliquity (impact velocity, 2100 ft/sec).

The fragmentation tables, Tables A-Ill through A-VII,
pages 3 through 7, Part A of the Appendix, reveal the extent
of fragmentation for various projectiles at several obliquities as
the result of impact with steel. Considering the 0. 50 cal. AP,
it will be noted that the number of fragments decreases with in-
creasing obliquity. At high obliquity the bending stresses are maxi-
mum; however, once the projectile breaks, these stresses are
greatly reduced. The projectile tends to break in the region of high
bending stress. At low obliquity the reduced bending stresses com-
bine with the higher forward axial stresses to produce a large region
of high stress throughout the forward two..thirds of the projectile
(axial stresses decrease from nose to tail; bending stresses are
maximum near the middle). The axial stresses within the 0. 30 cal.
AP projectile are much lower than those within the 0. 50 cal. AP
which accounts for the low number of fragments at low obliquity.
The FSP has a low length-to-diameter ratio (unity); bending stresses
depend approximately upon the square of the L/d ratio. Thus, in
the simulator, bending stresses are small; it does not break up
at any obliquity. The exception occurs at very high velocities,
where the impact stresses cause severe mushro -ning and petalling.

Dispersion of AP and Ball projectile fragments, resulting
from projectile break-up during ricochet, was measured and plotted
as a function of rebound obliquity. One dispersion limit is the sur-
face of the plate since some fragments merely slide along the sur-
face without rebounding. The other limit was found to approach
Z0 degrees measured from the rebound obliquity angle, 0r . Thus
the facts concerning dispersion are closely represented by assum-
ing that rebounding projectile fragments are dispersed through an
angle of (900 - Or + ZOO) or (1100 - Or) measured from the surface
of the plate.

DENVER RESEARCH INSTITUTE- UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
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2. Ballistic Perforation Dynamics, Full Impact

A punch-press operation is characterized by the virtual
absence of acceleration in which the processes concerning pene-

tration and perforation of plates are completely related to geome-
try and to the strength of the materials involved. This quasi-

static condition is obviously a very special case within the general
realm of penetration and perforation dynamics. Inertia exerts no
influence upon this special case. Inertia is responsible for all

forces created during penetration or perforation of a plate by a
free fragment; thus, it is not surprising to find that, in general,

the dynamics of ballistic plate perforation cannot be related direct-
ly to the quasi-static perforation process.

Analytical equations of the types required to define impact
and perforation dynamics have been developed. These equations
concern both blunt and sharp-nosed fragments perforating plates

normally and at oblique impact angles. Derivations and confirm-

ing experimental data, which are presented here, specifically
concern the high-velocity impact range up to about 4000 ft/sec.

The Characteristics of Ballistic Plate Perforation. Im-
portant general characteristics of the ballistic perforation process

can be illustrated by considering the normal axial impact of a
cylinder with a relatively thin plate as depicted in Figure 29,
page 49. An extensive study of this type of impact perforation
has been performed. This study reveals two distinct steps in the
perforation process in the range of impact velocities considered

here. The first of these steps primarily concerns the inertial
effects of the colliding masses. The projectile mass decelerates
and target plug mass accelerates; plastic deformation of the
projectile and target material occurs as the result of the extreme
compression forces arising from the inertial characteristics of

the impact. In a plate, this compression force is increased by
a non-inertial component due to the initial resistance to shear

encountered at the plug periphery (this component becomes un-
important as impact velocities increase). The collision is highly
inelastic and the projectile and plug masses attain approximately
the same velocity. Even though accelerations are very high, the
distance the plug moves during the first step is relatively slight

DENVER RESEARCH INSTITUTE -UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
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(less thanY T, where V, C, and T are impact velocity, plate
C

material sonic velocity, and plate thickness). The second step
concerns the actual circumferential shearing of the plate mate-
rial and is synonymous to a quasi-static "punch press" perforation
process, except that the plug itself becomes part of the "inertia
punch" after being accelerated by the projectile. Static shear
strength is replaced by dynamic shear strength. Figure 29, page
49, illustrates typical high velocity impacts in both the normal and
oblique directions, assuming completely inelastic impact.

The minimum pressure acting between two colliding elastic
bodies of the same material can be found as follows. Consider
two identical cylinders, having any length, L, impacting axially.
The cylinders have opposing velocities of.y, so that their impact

2
velocity is V. Since the impact is symmetrical,the impact inter-
face velocit y must immediately equal zero, and the cylinders begin
to compress. The free ends of the cylinders continue to travel
at the velocity -V until a sonic wave has time to travel the lengthtemtra)T:taL weeCi thesoi velocity2 V
of a cylinder, L (assuming - is less than the sonic velocity in

L
the material). Thus, at a time, - , where C is the sonic velocity

in the material, the free surface has moved a distance VL
2 CThe average unit strain in the material is therefore, -

The n th -C ; thus,
EVthe average stress is - But in a material constrained to de-

form uniaxially C and the average compressive stress or

pressure is given by,

EV CVP- C ""P-" 2I

Where,

p is pressure (psi)

p is mass density ( lb-nc
in4

V is impact velocity (in/sec)

C is plate material sonic velocity (in/sec)

E is the elastic modulus (psi)
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The compressive pressure computed by equation (1) will
apply with good accuracy to the impact being considered because of
the short times involved; the material will sustain extremely high
compressive stresses (as will a fluid) as the result of inertia. For
example, the value of free-impact pressure computed from this
equation is about 2, 000, 000 psi for an impact velocity of 2600 ft/sec

(C = 19, 500 ft/sec for steel). Compare this extremely high value
of pressure with the 200, 000 psi maximum static compressive
pressure acting on a 3/4-inch diameter punch during a punch press
operation concerning a 1/2-inch thick steel plate. Dynamic shear
strength has been shown to be commonly from two to three times
the static value; thus, the contribution, due to the dynamic circum-
ferential shear strength, to the impact pressure might be about
500, 000 psi during the perforation of a 1/2-inch plate by a 3/4-inch
diameter projectile impacting at a velocity of 2600 ft/sec.

The energy which will be required to perforate a plate will
be equal to the sum of the energies consumed in both perforation
steps. The energy remaining after a completely inelastic free-
collision of the projectile with a plate plug of the same diameter as
the projectile, may be obtained by applying the conservation of
momentum, as follows.

If V is the projectile velocity prior to an inelastic impact
with a free mass equal to the mass of the plug, and Vf is the post-
impact velocity of the projectile-plug mass, the following relation
can be written:

MpV = (Mp + Msn) Vf (2)

or, = M Rp V (3)
Vf= M + Msn

Where, M and Msn are the projectile and plug masses.
The energy consumed during this inelastic free impact is the ini-
tial kinetic energy less the remaining kinetic energy,

Ef = MpVZ (Mp + Men) Vf= I - Mp + Men 2 MPV (4)
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which can be modified using equation (1) to,

p2 CZp (5)El= 2 M p + Msn IMpzp CZ(5

Thus, the free impact energy is a function of the free impact
pressure as shown by equation (5). During impact with a plate,
a component of pressure is added to the free-impact pressure
due to the presence of the circumferential shear area. As noted
previously, when the ratio V/C is small, displacement of the plug
during the time involved in the first step of the perforation process
is also very small. Thus, the circumferential shear area which
is active during this first step, is very nearly equal to the initial
(maximum) shear area, n'DT. The component of pressure due to
this shear area is,

WDTT 4TT

irD2/4 D (6)

Where T is the dynamic shear stress - psi.

Adding this component of pressure to equation (5) produces

a relationship for the total impact energy,

E i = 2 1 - Mp... M p pe) (7)
M p + Msn z

If the impact velocity is just sufficient to perforate the plate, this

impact energy (Step 1) plus the shear work (1/2 wDTT 2 ) to remove

the plug (Step 2) must equal the initial kinetic energy. Substituting

equation (1) for p, equation (6) for ps, Vxn for V, where Vxn is

the minimum perforation velocity, and writing the indicated energy

balance, KE= E i + Ws
2

1 2Mp M PVxn +T + 1 D-,Z(8)
22 CZ1 M + Msn -IDT 2

Solving for the minimum perforation velocity, substituting 4 for

rD ENTp for Kn and letting D = d, results in the followingMp ad.4
expression:
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8TT z  +L +pczd (L+ T)j
Vxn- pCdL T 16TT(

Where,

T is dynamic shear strength (psi)

p is mass density ( lbsec )
in4

C is sonic velocity (in/sec)

Vxn is minimum perforation velocity (normal incidence)
(in/sec)

d is projectile and plug diameter (inches)

T is plate thickness (inches)

L is projectile length (inches)
Substitution of known values of Vxn T 1

in equation (9) results in computed values for dynamic shear strength
about two to three times greater than static shear strength values.
High speed machining experiments support these values for dynamic
shear strength.,' 2, 3 Surprisingly, shearing strain rates during
high speed machining are often equivalent to those observed in high
speed impact perforation of plates. These machining experiments
show that after an exponential transition from one value of dynamic
shearing strength to a lower value, dynamic shearing strength be-
comes essentially constant and independent of strain rate.

Residual Velocity Equation for Normal Impact. The general
equation for the residual velocity of blunt fragments will be devel-
oped upon the basis of a relatively thin plate and a cylindrical frag-
ment so that the perforation process depicted in Figure Z9, page49
will be pertinent; a plug retaining a length equal to the plate thick-
ness, T, will be considered. Projectile and plug will emerge with
almost the same velocity due to the inelastic character of the impact. 4

As noted previously, the perforation will proceed in two steps. The
first step will primarily concern deceleration of the projectile and

* Superscripts refer to references in Bibliography, Section VI,

page 115.
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acceleration of the plug mass. The second step will concern the
actual circumferential shearing of the plug. The presence of the
shear area will increase the deformation energy expended during
the first step by contributing a force component to the deceleration
force. For simplicity, it is convenient to lump this portion of
the deformation energy with the shear energy expended in the sec -
ond step; the term, W., then represents all of the energy or
work expended due to the presence of the shear area. An energy
balance can now be written which includes the free impact energy,
Ef (deformation energy consumed during inelastic impact between
the projectile and a free plug), the total shear and deformation
work due to the presence of the shear area, W., and the remain-
ing kinetic energies of projectile and plug, thus,

1/2 MPVz Ef + Ws + 1/Z MpVrz + l/ MsnVrz (10)

Substituting equation (4) into equation (10) and solving for the work
due to the presence of the shear area, Ws ,

ws [ MP n 1/ MpV - 1/2 (Mp + Msn) VrZ (l)

Let Vxn (minimum perforation velocity) be the unique value of the
impact velocity, V, which will cause the plate to be perforated so
that the residual fragment velocity, Vr , is zero. When V = Vxn
equation (11) becomes,

= lM 1 /ZMpVxnZ (Vr= 0 ) (12)Ws-Mp + Msn]

Equation (1 2) yields an accurate value for the shear and deformation
work due to the presence of the circumferential shear area, when
V = Vxn. This work is primarily a function of the dynamic shear
strength, T, of the plate material. If it is assumed that T is con-
stant, W. will not change rapidly with impact velocity. Thus, at
impact velocities near the minimum perforation velocity, Vxn,
equation (12) can be substituted for W s in equation (10). Making
this substitution, and solving for the residual velocity, results
in the following equation:
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Vr M - - Z= vf -v" z (13)Mr +Msn x/M p

While the assumption of almost constant dynamic shear strength
over rather wide ranges of strain rate can be defended, 1, z,3 the
form of the equation shows such defense to be relatively unimpor-
tant. This value for W. given by equation (12) is correct when im-
pact velocities are close to Vxn. At higher velocities, the effect
of the dynamic shear strength, whose influence is represented in
the equation by Vxn, see equation (9), becomes inconsequential.
For instance, if the dynamic strength were to increase by 30 per-
cent as V was increased to ZVxn, W s would also increase by about
30 percent, as would Vxn . Even for this completely unrealistic
large change in dynamic shear strength, the residual velocity
computed by equation (13) would be only 5 percent higher than the
value obtained by taking into account this change in shear strength.

Equation (13) assumes that the masses involved in the im-
pact are the same as those ejected. The projectile commonly
spreads out, as shown in Figure 29, page 49, to the extent that
some of the laterally displaced projectile mass is sheared off and
remains as a ring on the impact surface.

At very high impact velocities this laterally extruded mate-
rial together with similarily extruded plate material may react
as a fluid and be ejected at high velocities, as in the formation
of a crater. If Mpr and Msnr are used to represent ejected
masses in the energy balance, equation (10), the residual velocity
equation becomes,

Vr= p.VZ z Vxn 2(4

Vr (Mp+Msn)(Mpr+Msnr) (14)

Residual Velocity Equation for Oblique Impact. If the
fragment strikes the plate obliquely as shown in Figure 29 (b),
page 49, difficulties arise due to the conditions of non-symmetry
which exist. The fragment is likely to change direction during
the perforation; the fragment and plug may emerge in different
directions, and have corresponding different velocities. For the
present, assume that the plug possesses the same velocity and
moves in the same direction as the fragment after perforation.
Prior to impact the fragment path was defined by the angle of
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obliquity, 0. The total angular change in direction of the fragment

as it passes through the plate will be denoted by P; thus, the post-

perforation obliquity would be defined by (0 - P). The turning point

is very near the surface, since during the first perforation step
V

the projectile moves through a distance not exceeding -C T. Note

that the entire component of the initial total momentum, MpV,

which is perpendicular to the emergent path, will be transferred

to the plate; only the momentum in the direction defined by P will

be involved in the perforation. Therefore, the perforation can be

thought of as one in which the fragment has a pre-impact direction
parallel to the emergent direction and an initial velocity of V cos

(consult Figure 30(a) page 57.) The plug mass, M., will be

different than Msn, since the oblique strike will alter the fragment

presented area in the direction of perforation and the manner of

fragment deformation.

V is the minimum impact velocity which will result in

plate perforation; a different value of Vx is associated with each

impact obliquity. When V = Vx , the fragment will change its

direction by a characteristic angle, Px . As V increases, Pde-

creases; thus, only at V = Vx does the change in direction equal

Px . The value corresponding to Vxn (equation (13)) for the case

of oblique impact would be only the component of the ballistic limit

velocity in the direction defined by P (not Psx); thence, this corres-

ponding value would be Vx cos P.

It is now possible to define the oblique perforation as ap-

proximately equivalent to a normal perforation where in equation

(13): V is replaced by V cos P5, Vxn is replaced by Vx cos P, and

Msn is replaced by Ms . Making these substitutions results in the
following equation for oblique perforation:

MR Cos{ P/ Vcos Vz - v x z (1
Vr- = p + M V -Vxz - 1 + Ms/Mp 15)

Determination of P5, the Angular Change in Fragment Direction.

The momentum triangle which depicts the perforation dynamics of

Figure 29 (b), page 49. is shown in Figure 30 (a), page 57. I, the

impulse transferred to the plate (not to the plate plug), and (Mp+Ms)

Vr, the total remaining momentum of the fragment and plate plug,
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Total Range of
MpV Errors in Magni-

e (Mp+Ms)Vr /tude

MPV IRange of Errors
I in Measured P

Iptana

(a) (b)

Figure 30. Typical Momentum Triangles for Oblique Perforation
of Thin Plates. Illustration of the Manner by which
Small Errors in Measured Vector Magnitude can Pro-
duce High-Percentage Errors in Measured Values of
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must vectorially add to equal the initial fragment momentum,
MpV. Impulse can be transferred to the plate only through the
circumferential shear area. The force exerted by this area in
the direction of Vr, depends on the dynamic circumferential
strength of the plate. If this force has a value associated only
with the position of the plug, the impulse, I, must decrease di-
rectly with the time associated with plug shearing. Hence, P will
decrease rapidly as velocity increases, since (1) the momentum
vectors will increase with the velocity, and (2) the impulse vector
will decrease approximately as the inverse of velocity.

An approximate relationship for P can be developed in the
following manner. The component of impulse transferred to the
plate in the direction of Vr is shown on Figure 30 (a) as Ip. Since
the total value of I is proportional to the time, t, during which the
circumferential shearing force is acting, Ip will also be directly
related to this time. The time involved is approximately propor-
tional to the inverse of the average shear velocity. Recalling
that the perforation takes place in two steps, ((1) fragment deceler-
ation and (2) plug shear) the average shear velocity will be
M+M V cos P + Vr, and not V cos P+ Vr , since the frag-

22

ment-plug combination cannot have a momentum greater than the
total impact momentum. Thus, an approximation of Ip can be
written in terms of the velocities,

- 2 K2Ip= Kt= VCOSP+Vr(16)
(iMp+P s) V c s 3 r-

Where K, and K2 are constants.

When Vr = 0; V = Vx , P=P, and Ip - MpVxcospx (see Figure
30 (a)),

Then, IP MpVxcospx 2K C (17)

(Mp EIME) VxcsDx(17)
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Rearranging,

K 2  MP2 Vx 2 cos 2  x (18)
2 (MP+ Ms)

Substituting equation (15) for Vr, equation (18) for Kz, and
MV sinP for IP, into equation (16) and simplifying yields,

tan a

sin P cos-P= cosZP tan a
-1v/ ' (19)

f2+ -X

Vx Vx -Vx

Inspection of Figure 30 , page 57, will show that as Vr be-
comes smaller and approaches zero, awill approach P, which in turn
becomes Px at Vr = 0. Experimental momentum triangles show
that P decreases much more rapidly than a. While a does tend to
decrease as Vr increases, the assumption that it remains constant
will not cause high percentage errors in the calculated value for
P , except when values of P are very small; thus, angular error
in the prediction of the emergent angle will not be increased signifi-
cantly by this assumption. Modification of equation (19), letting
a.= P , results in the following expression for the prediction of thex
angular change in the fragment direction, P:

sin Pcos P= sinPx cOsPx

Vx Vx Vx (20)

Vx and Px must be determined experimentally.

Thin Plates Perforated by Cylinders. Perforation condi-
tions as depicted in Figure 29, page 49, closely represent the
case concerning thin plates and cylindrical projectiles. The frag-
ment deforms laterally and shears out a plug which has a thick-
ness approximately that of the plate, T, and a diameter, D. If
the impact is oblique, the plug is approximately elliptical in
shape having a major axis, D/cos 0, and a minor axis, D; the
plug mass will be closely approximated as Msn . Providing

cos 0
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that the projectile and plate have the same density, the term,

I + MM in equation (15) can be replaced by 1 + D L T
M p d2 L cos 0

(assuming that the fragment loses no mass during the perforation).
Making these substitutions, equation (15) can be written for thin
plates (i.e., those for which T f 1 ) and cylindrical fragments
as, L 2

Vr = cosp - V2 - V.,
Dzt T ) (21)1 + d(T-0 s

It has been determined experimentally that Vx can be
closely approximated by Vxn , thereby reducing the empirical

cos 0
inputs required for solution of the equation.

is determined using equation (20). P is always small,

except near the minimum perforation velocity, Vx, and at high
obliquity. Small errors in P will have negligible effect on cos
and the prediction of residual velocity, Vr. Px must be determined
empirically; however, for thin plates perforated by cylinders the
use of Px = 0 should suffice for most cases. Px cannot exceed 0.

Figure 31, page 61, displays the curve defined by equation
(20) for the case where Px = 0 = 45*. Experimental data is also
plotted. Mild steel plates (190 BHN) were perforated by cylindri-
cal steel fragments (Rc = 30; 285 BHN) at an impact obliquity of
450. The scatter of the experimental data is due to the measure-
ment technique. Post-perforation dynamics were measured using
pendulums to measure impulse transfer, I, and residual fragment
momentum (Mp + Ms) Vr; velocity was measured to determine pre-
impact fragment momentum MpV. While individual impulse and
momentum measurements are accurate with in about 5 percent,
angular errors in measurement of P within the momentum triangle
are magnified by even these small errors in the magnitude of the
measurements, especially when Vr is relatively small. Figure
30 (b), page 57, shows how this measurement of P can be affected
drastically by small errors in the measured values of MpV and I.
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The ratio, D 2 /d z , depends on the absolute and relative
strengths of the fragment and plate materials, the V/Vx, T/L
and T/d ratios, and possibly to a small degree upon the impact

obliquity. Measurements of D were made and an accurate (but

unwieldy) empirical formula was derived for DZ/dZ; the general
application of this formula has not been verified adequately, and

presentation here would serve no useful purpose. The use of

unity for this ratio results in a computation for residual velocity
which is somewhat higher than actual; thus, such an assumption

would be conservative when analyzing a grille.

The solid curves shown on Figure 32, page 63, represent
the theoretical relationships for three normal-impact test geome-
tries as computed by equation (21), using experimentally deter-

mined values for Vx(Vxn), and Dd 2 . As can be seen, the experi-

mientally measured values for Vr are predicted very well by the
equation. This test series utilized the same types of cylinders
and plates used in obtaining the data plotted on Figure 31.

Equation (21) was applied to normal-impact residual
velocity data as reported by the Ballistics Research Laboratory. 4

The plates (Rockwell B50 to B68) and cylinders (Rockwell B96)
used in the reported experiments were considerably softer than
those used at the Denver Research Institute. I values ranged

L
from 0. 08 to 0. 59. Hole area was measured; however, since
considerable plate deformation was observed, values of DZ/dz
obtained using hole area would probably define a larger plug than

actually was ejected. In addition, when firing against heavier

plates these softer projectiles lost up to 30 percent of their mass,
which was left as a ring within the hole. Loss of projectile mass

has an effect on the computation of residual velocity which is
opposite to that of increased plug mass. Values for D 2 /d 2 are
small for thin plates and the error imposed by using a value of

unity is not great. For the above reasons, a value of unity was
assigned to DZ /dz for calculating theoretical values for Vr . The
correlation between calculated and observed values is shown in

Figure 33, page 64.

Other correlations of published data have been made with
equally as good or better results. These correlations involve

a number of materials.
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8.0 - Steel Cylinders (RB 96)
- Mild Steel Plate (RB 50-RB 6 8)
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Figure 33. Post-Perforation Velocity of Cylindrical Fragments.

Normal Impact with Relatively Thin Plates. Cor-
relation of Data Published by the Ballistics Research

Laboratory Using Denver Research Institute Analytical
Equation
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A series of tests was performed at an impact obliquity of
45 ° . This is the same test series from which the experimental

data points shown on Figure 31, page 61, were obtained. Experi-

mentally determined values of DZ/d 2 , Vxf and P, were used in equa-
tion (21) to determine the theoretical curves shown on Figure 34,
page 66. Equation (21) assumes that the fragment and plug emerge
in the same direction with the same velocity. For normal perfora-
tion this assumption is quite valid; however, for oblique perforation
the plug is likely to take a direction closer to the normal and emerge
at a somewhat lower velocity than the fragment. Residual velocity
was measured by dividing the total measured momentum of frag-
ment and plug by the sum of their masses; hence, at the higher
T/L ratios, data points may be plotted somewhat below the actual
fragment post -perforation velocities. The agreement between
prediction and experiment is judged to be very good considering the
degree of obliquity involved.

Thick Aluminum Plates Perforated by Steel Cylinders.
Consider a thick aluminum plate being perforated normally (E= 00)
by a steel cylinder. The circumferential shear area of the plug
is large and the stress level imposed by the impulse transfer
during initial impact falls below the circumferential dynamic
shear strength of the aluminum plate. This forces the fragment
to penetrate the plate, pushing material outward and toward the
impact surface. As in the case of the thin plate, the fragment
deforms at the same time, increasing its frontal area; however,
during this type of impact, the steel projectile does not lose any
mass. As the penetration proceeds, the circumferential shear
area decreases, shearing stresses increase and a plug is finally
ejected which has a length considerably less than the plate thick-
ness. In the case of thin plates, the impact plug mass and the
ejected plug mass are properly considered to be equal. When
considering thick plates this assumption is inappropriate. The
more general form of equation (13) is required. If, for normal
perforation by cylinders, the value for Msn is taken to be

Dz T
0 ", equation (14) can be written,

_ Vxn
Vrn [1+0 D2  Ti (22)
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Where (2 isthe ratio of plate and projectile material densities.

Justification for this substitution rests upon the assumption

that the initial impact step, accompanied by penetration, involves
the total displaced mass of the plate, and not just the ejected mass.

The use of D2/d 2 is based upon the observation t1at fragment defor-
mation takes place early in the perforation; hole diameter is ob-
served to be essentially constant when inspecting test plates.

Thick aluminum plates (T/L = 1. 45) were used to experimen-
tally verify equation (22) at normal obliquity. Ejected plugs had
measured lengths varying downward from 0. 50 to 0. 44 of initial
plate thickness, as impact velocity increased. The curve of Figure
35, page 68, represents equation (22) where, in each case, the
values used for Msnr, the ejected plug mass, were obtained by
weighing the ejected plugs. As can be seen, equation (Z2) represents
the experimental data rather well. To render this equation useful,
a relationship will have to be developed which will permit theoreti-

cal prediction of ejected plug mass.

The formula for residual velocity concerning oblique per-
foration of thick plates is obtained by modifying equation (22) in the
same manner that equation (13) was modified to obtain equation (15).
This results in the following general residual velocity equation for
perforation of a plate by a cylindrical fragment:

Vr = cosp V  - V x z  (23)

[+MPCo -Msnr +, T ]

Plates Perforated by Penetrating Projectiles. The per-
foration process as outlined for blunt fragments is not character-

istic of the perforation of a plate by a penetrating projectile such
as an armor-piercing core. The penetrating projectile does not

undergo the severe impact with the mass of the plate that represents
the important portion of the first perforation step for the blunt frag-
ment. It does not produce a shear plug. Instead, the projectile
perforates relatively thin plate in the same manner that it penetrates
a quasi-infinite thickness, by displacing and compressing material
laterally. The energy balance for this case can be written as follows,

using W to represent the work done:
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I MpV 1 MpVr z + W (24)
2

If Vr = 0, V = V x , and,

W= 1 MpVx2 (25)

The work required to displace the material is related to the dyna-
mic shear strength and, thus, should not be highly velocity depen-
dent. Again, the assumption is made that this work is essentially
constant, which results in the following equation for the post-
perforation velocity of penetrating projectiles at any impact obliquity:

vr =,,F- Vxz  (26)

This equation can be written in a form such that all data will plot
on the same curve by dividing both sides by Vx . Thus,

Vr V2

x -"x 1 (27)
Vx

Figure 36, page 70, shows the degree of correlation obtained from
a limited test series involving armor-piercing projectiles.

The Angular Change in Direction, Penetrating Projectiles.
A series of sectioned photographs of armor plate penetrations and
perforations is presented in a Watertown Arsenal Laboratory re-6
port. These photographs concern the lowest complete and highest
partial penetrations - by AP projectiles for obliquity angles from
0 to 60 degrees. Plate thickness to projectile diameter ratios,
T/d, range from 0. 5 to 2. 0. These photographs can be used to
measure the emergent angles of projectiles which succeed in
passing through the target plates. Since these measurements
concern only the lowest complete penetration (perforation) velocity,
the angular change in direction corresponds to Px , the angle as-
sociated with the minimum perforation velocity. This angular
change in direction, Px, is not sensitive to the T/d ratio. Appar-
ently the effects of increased plate thickness are offset almost
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exactly by the associated higher minimum perforation velocity. The
derivation of equation (20) should apply to AP projectiles as well as
to blunt cylinders; the assumptions made for the cylindrical frag-
ments are consistent with the AP geometry or at least lead to the
same results. Substitution of the values obtained for Px from the
WAL report into equation (20) results in the set of curves displayed
on Figure A-23, page 35, in Part A of the Appendix. (All curves
useful to grille analysis have been placed in Part A of the Appendix
for convenience. )

Projectile Break-up. Armor-piercing projectiles break
up during perforation in the manner discussed previously with re-
gard to ricochet. The core material is very hard and very little
plastic deformation occurs; fractures are brittle or unstable shear
failures. The nose portion is likely to shatter into a considerable
quantity of fragments while the butt fragments are likely to be large.
The mild steel 0. 50 caliber Ball core deforms and breaks up when
fired against steel targets, but acts very nearly like an AP when
penetrating aluminum. The soft 0. 30 caliber Ball projectile deforms
and breaks up readily during any sort of perforation. While a ring
of metal is often sheared from the mushroomed FSP when perfor-
ating steel plate, the reduction of mass is usually comparatively
small.

It will be important to determine whether or not an AP
breaks up on impact. If it does not break up, it may continue on
as an AP; if it does break up, subsequent impacts will be fragment
impacts and will require different treatment during analyses. A
grille design might incorporate built-in obliquity angles which

would guarantee AP break-up, thereby reducing the potency of the
AP.

The unpublished results of the National Science Foundation
sponsored stress analyses which considered the stresses set up
in ricocheting AP projectiles, were compared with experimental
results. The comparison showed that when the tensile stress in
the outer fiber exceeded the static tensile strength of the core
material the projectile would break. This would be expected,
since the dynamic tensile strength is very nearly equal to the
static tensile strength in brittle materials such as the hard
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(63 Rc) AP cores; increased strength due to the delay time associ-

ated with fracture is not pertinent since delay times are much shorter

than the times associated with the impulse. 7 The primary source

of tensile stresses is the bending due to a resultant force component

acting perpendicular to the axis of the projectile. This component

produces a moment equal to the product of the lateral force and the
perpendicular distance between its action line and the center of

gravity of the core. Compressive axial loading decreases the ten-

sile stress due to the bending torque to some extent; however, bend-

ing stresses increase so rapidly with impact obliquity that it is rea-
sonable to ignore the stress contribution due to axial loading in com-
pression.

The NSF analyses showed that at all obliquities the maximum
stress occurred at a section very near the center of gravity. The
bending force required to break up an AP at the section correspond-
ing to the center of gravity can be computed as follows. Stress in
the outer fiber due to bending is given by the flexure formula,

Mr Fb r 4 Fb '(
- -(8)

I T' ir r

Where,

cr is the maximum bending fiber stress - psi
(360,000 psi for R 63 cores)

M is the moment or torque acting about the C. G. -lb-in

r is the radius of the projectile -in.
(0. 214 inches, 0.50 caliber core; 0.123 inches,

0. 30 caliber core)

I is the moment of inertia of a circular area about a
diameter - in 4 . T r 4

4

Fb is the applied resultant force component perpendicular
to the axis required to break the projectile -lb.

is the perpendicular distance between the C.G. and the
action line of Fb (= 0. 7 inches, 0. 50 caliber core;
= 0.4 inches, 0. 30 caliber core) - in.
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The lateral break-up force, Fb, as calculated for the two projectiles
is 4000 lb. for the 0.50 caliber AP core and 1300 lb. for the 0. 30
caliber core.

Now if the lateral force, Ft, acting upon the core can be de-
termined, the ratio Ft/Fb will provide the required break-up infor-
mation. If the ratio exceeds unity, the projectile will break; if it
does not, the projectile will not break. The assumption that the
lateral force is constant during the impact is conservative, since
the maximum force will be somewhat higher than the average; thus,
if the ratio exceeds unity, break-up is almost a certainty. The
momentum triangle of Figure 30 (a), page 57, is appropriate to the
analysis, if the plug mass, M., is set equal to zero. The lateral
change in momentum will occur as the result of the application of
the lateral force component, Ft, through the time of force application.
This lateral change in momentum is,

A (MV)t = MpVr sinP (M s = 0) (29)

The maximum time of force application is a function of the
maximum length through which the force could possibly be applied.
This length is the sum of the length of the core and the thickness
of the plate in the direction of perforation, or approximately Lo + T.

Average velocity in the direction of perforation is given by
1
- (V cos + Vr). Thus, the maximum time of the impulse is,

2 (Lo + T) (30)
V cos0+ Vr

And the minimum value of the lateral force is given by,

Ft = A(MV)t MpVr sin P (V cos P + Vr) (31)
At 2 (Lo+ T)

Using equation (28), the dimensionless ratio, Ft/Fb, becomes,

Ft/F b  2 MpVr sin P (V cos P + Vr) c (32)
ir (Lo + T) r 3 a-
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Equation (32) reduces to the following for the AP projectiles being
considered:

Ft//Fb (0.50 cal.) .-- 2.7 x 10-' (Vr sinP) (V cos P + Vr) (33)
T + 1.43

Ft/Fb (0.30 cal.) = 1. 7 X l0" (Yr sinf)(V cosP + Vr) (34)
T +0.89

Where,
V is impact velocity in ft/sec

Vr is residual velocity in ft/sec

Mp is core mass in slugs (1.8 X 10-3 and 3.7 X 10-4; 0.50
and 0. 30 caliber AP)

L o is core length in inches (length of equivalent cylinder)
(1.43 and 0.89; 0.50 and 0.30 caliber AP)

Again, when these ratios exceed unity, break-up is virtually
guaranteed. Ignoring the reduction in tensile fiber stress due to
axial compressive stress is more than compensated by the two as-
sumptions, (1) that lateral force is constant, and (2) that the force
acts through the time required for the entire projectile to pass
through the plate. These equations will be even more applicable
to partial or edge impacts, since no reversal of torque is encoun-
tered during edge impacts.

3. Ballistic Perforation Dynamics; Partial or Edge Impact

The ability to assess dynamic conditions during an edge im-
pact or partial strike is of utmost importance during grille evalu-
ations, due to their frequent occurrence. Consider the simplest
case, where a blunt cylindrical projectile strikes the edge of a
plate of uniform thickness in a direction normal to the surface.
If the projectile were to pass through the edge without deforming
or deviating from its original direction, the plug sheared out would
have the mass, bMsn, where b is the ratio of the intercepted circu-
lar segment to the cross sectional area of the cylindrical projectile.

Figure A-24, page 36, Part A. of the Appendix, shows the re-
lationship between b and R, the distance between the projectile
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centerline and the edge of the plate (R is positive when the center-
line is off the plate, negative when the centerline is on the plate).

The intercepted circumferential shear area is related to the full
strike shear area by the ratio /360, where 0 is the angle in de-
grees subtended by the chord represented by the edge of the plate.

(Figure A-Z6, page 38, in Part A of the Appendix displays this
relationship graphically as a function of R. It will be noted that b

and 0/360 are equal when R is zero, or when R is maximum in
either the positive or negative direction.

Residual Velocity Equation for Edge Impacts. It will be

shown in Section 4 that the minimum perforation velocity or ballis-
tic limit velocities can be determined quite satisfactorily for edge
impacts of the simple type discussed above. This can be done

even though the assumptions of unidirectional perforation and an
irrotational projectile do not apply to real impacts.

In the real case of normal impact with an edge, as defined

above, the projectile will change its direction. Thus, in order to

use a minimum perforation velocity obtained from the unidirec-
tional model, it is necessary, and very convenient, to define an
equivalent edge whose surface is oriented in the direction normal

to the post-impact direction. This procedure is especially useful
when considering the myriad of possible edge impacts which can

occur during a ballistic attack upon a grille. If all such edges can

be reduced to equivalent edges of the simplified type, the dynamic
analysis of an edge impact can be standardized and greatly simpli-

fied.

Assume that it is possible to define an equivalent edge as

described in the previous paragraph. Only the component of the
initial momentum of the projectile parallel to the post-impact
direction (normal to the equivalent edge) will be involved in the
edge perforation; the lateral component will be transferred to

the plate. Thus, the perforation can be considered as a normal
unidirectional perforation of the equivalent edge by a projectile
having an initial velocity of V cosp . Equation (13) for normal
impact will apply if the indicated modifications are made. Substi-
tuting V cos P for V, Vxr& for Vxn, and bMsni for Msn, results
in the following equation for residual velocity of a cylindrical
projectile,
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Vr V coso -V1 + bMsni /Mp (5

This equation can be modified for cylindrical fragments to,

Vr= tV z cos z -z1 + 11b T 
(36)

Where 01 is the ratio of plate material and projectile mate-
rial densities.

D?
The ratio, T I is considered to be unity since it cannot be ac-

curately accounted for; it is doubtful that it even applies to edge
impacts.

Similar modifications can be made to equation (26) for
edge impacts involving penetrating projectiles. As the angular
change in direction increases, the penetrating projectile will be
subjected to stresses which will cause break-up. Only when P
is small will the projectile remain intact. When the projectile
does not break up equation (26) takes the form,

Vr l VzcosP - Vxn z  (37)

for the same reasons given in the development of equation (35).
In the event of break-up, the form of the equation should be the
same; however, the value of Vxne will be higher. Use of the

lower value of Vxna will be conservative in grille analyses since

the prediction of residual velocity will be slightly high.

Equations (35) through (37) depend upon assumptions that
need experimental confirmation. For this reason a short experi-
mental program was performed. Figures 37 through 41, pages
77 through 81, display the resulting edge impacts. Caliber

0. 50 FSP and APM 2 projectiles were fired normal to the surface
of 1/2-inch steel armor plate in such a manner as to strike the

edge. The armor plate was held in a pendulum capable of measur-

ing the impulse transferred during impact. Velocity screens were
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Figure 37. Edge Perforation. 0. 50 Cal. , 207-Grain WAL FSP
Fired Normal to Surface of 1/2-inch Homogeneous
Steel Plate MIL 12560. Tests 5, 6, 7, 8
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II

Figure 38. Edge Perforation. 0. 50 Cal., 207-Grain WAL FSP

Fired Normal to Surface of 1/2-inch Homogeneous
Steel Plate MIL 12560. Tests 9, 10, 11
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Figure 39. Edge Perforation. 0. 50 Cal. , 207-Grain WAL FSP
Fired Normal to Surface of 1/2-inch Homogeneous
Steel Plate MIL 12560. Tests 12, 13, 14, 15
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Figure 40. Edge Perforation. 0. 50 Cal., 207-Grain WAL FSP
Fired Normal to Surface of 1/2-inch Homogeneous
Steel Plate MIL 12560. Tests 16, 17
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Figure 41. Edge Perforation. 0.50 Cal. APM Z Projectile Fired
Normal to Surface of 1/2-inch Homogeneous Steel
Plate MIL 12560. Tests 18, 19, 20
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used to measure the initial velocity of the projectile. Knowing
the initial momentum, M pV, and the impusle, I, transferred to
the armor plate, momentum triangles may be constructed similar
to that shown on Figure 30, page 57. The remaining momentum,
(Mp + Ms) Vr, must be equal to that vector which closes the tri-
angle. Assuming that the projectile and plate fragment have the
same residual velocity and direction, the residual velocity may
be obtained by dividing the remaining momentum by the sum of
the masses of the projectile and fragment. The change in direc-
tion, P , is determined by the direction of the remaining momen-
tum vector. In the table of test data, Table A-VIII, page 8,
the values of the remaining momentum which were found for
each test are shown on line 5 (in the Appendix).

In order to verify the residual velocity equations, expres-
sions for the minimum perforation velocity had to be derived.
These derivations will be presented in the following section. For
FSP the derived equation is,

VxnE VxnO L+bT (38)

Where, € = L+ T

360

Vxn 0 is the minimum perforation velocity for a full im-
pact with a plate having a thickness equal to .. 0 T (ft/sec).

For AP the derived equation is,

Vxni = NF Vxn (39)

It is probable that equation (39) can be applied with confidence
only when the centerline of the projectile intercepts the edge
(R is negative). A conservative value may be obtained for posi-
tive values of R (centerline off the edge), by substituting 0/360
for b in the equation.

The procedure for defining the equivalent edge will be
presented in Section B, page 91. Equivalent thickness, T, for
this case is taken to be the distance between (1) the intersection
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of the pre-impact and the post-impact projectile path outlines

(point m in Figure 42) and (2) the intersection of the post-impact
projectile path outline and the exit surface (point n in Figure 42).

d

R

I !
R~ealIdj

i / I

1 I

P Ec1Ilivwdent E-dg

Figure 42
Equivalent Edge Construction for Edge Impact Tests

R is the distance between the centerline of the pre-impact
projectile path and the real edge. R is the distance between
the centerline of the post-impact path and the equivalent edge.
The position of the line o-p on Figure 42, is determined by
requiring the intercepted rectangle, mnop, on the equivalent
edge to have the same area as the intercepted area, wxmnz,
on the real edge.

Since P was determined experimentally, the impacts
were diagrammed readily to obtain values of R. ' , b and 0
are functions of R and may be determined by referring to the
appropriate graphs in Part A of the Appendix (Figures A-24
through A-30, pages 36 through 42). The pendulums measure
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momentum. Equations (35) and (37) can be rearranged so that
both sides will equal the remaining momentum, as follows:

(MV)r= (Mp+bMsn) Vr= Mp z cosP -V (35)(40)

(cylindrical projectiles)

(MV)r= MpVrz Mp Nt Vcos .Vx (37)(41)

(AP projectiles)

These expressions can be further modified by substituting equa-
tions (38) and (39) for VxrX I

(MV)r = MP 2xn (35)(42)

(cylindrical projectiles)

(MV)r= Mp f~ cosz- bVn (37)(43)

(AP projectiles)

Equation (42) was used to compute values of remaining momentum
for the tests performed with FSP. Equation (43) was used to com-
pute values for the tests performed with AP. Table A-VIII in
Part A of the Appendix, page 8, displays the results and provides
a comparison of the observed and calculated remaining momentum
values.

The average deviation, which includes experimental errors
as well as errors imposed by the equations, was less than 3 per-
cent for the tests involving FSP. The test apparatus cannot meas-

ure separately the momentum of the AP core and AP jacket; thus,
the assumption that the jacket retains the same velocity as the core
leads to high calculated values for remaining momentum. Note

that the highest deviation (Test E- 18, Table A-VIII) concerns an
impact which approaches a full impact; in such a case, the jacket

is always stripped from the core and has a much lower remaining
velocity. Assuming the jacket to be stopped completely leads to a
computed value of 3.34 lb-sec for remaining momentum; the ob.-
served experimental value lies in between the computed values as
expected. The other AP impacts involved a much smaller segment
of the edge and the deviations are much smaller.
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The Angular Change in Direction, Partial Impact. The above

test series also provides a limited amount of data concerning the
angular change in direction, P , of the projectile as the result of the
impact. This data is plotted on Figure A-31, page 43, Part A of the

Appendix.

Projectile Break-up, Edge Impact. As stated in the pre-

vious section, equations (32) through (34) apply even more precisely
to break-up during partial or edge impacts than they do to full im-
pacts. The resultant lateral force always acts in the same direc-
tion on the projectile; this is not true, in general, of the full im-
pact perforation due to the reversal of torque which may occur.

The assumptions made for the analysis are, for this reason, more
closely representative of the actual conditions. Equations (32)
through (34) are coaservative in the sense that break-up is almost
guaranteed when the numerical value of the ratio, Ft/Fb, exceeds
unity.

4. Minimum Perforation Velocity and Ballistic Limit Velocity

The minimum perforation velocity (Vx, Vxn, Vxn,) used in
the residual velocity equations is that impact velocity which will
cause the projectile to perforate and pass completely through the
plate or edge, emerging with no residual velocity. It is the maxi-
mum impact velocity which results in a zero residual velocity.
In many instances, the minimum perforation velocity is nearly
the same as a specific ballistic limit velocity. In the case of FSP,
all of the usual ballistic limit velocities are not much lower than
the minimum perforation velocity. Ballistic limit velocities con-
cerning AP projectiles may be significantly lower than the mini-
mum perforation velocity.

Perforation is an important term as used here. In the

case of a large number of types of edge impact, the projectile
will retain a residual velocity, no matter how low the impact
velocity. However, unless there is a partial perforation of the
edge, this is simply a ricochet; the residual velocity is not the
result of the failure of the edge. No such problem of definition
exists during full impact, since a ricochet is recognized instantly;

the projectile never appears behind the plate unless the plate
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fails. If the impact velocity exceeds the minimum perforation
velocity of the edge, a partial perforation will occur; if it does
not, a ricochet will occur. The residual velocity equations con-
cerning perforation will apply only when the radical appearing in
the equations is numerically real; i.e. , equations (13) and (21).

Full Impact. The term, Army Ballistic Limit, usually
refers to a ballistic limit velocity (impact velocity) based upon an
armor perforation which will permit the passage of light. AP
projectiles commonly succeed in perforating, on this basis, by
penetrating armor plate to the extent of producing a small pinhole
at the rear surface. Obviously, higher velocities are required to
cause the projectile to pass through the plate. The Navy Ballis-
tic Limit is based upon the passage through the plate of at least
half of the projectile; for this reason the Navy Ballistic Limit
velocity nearly coincides with the definition of the minimum per-
foration velocity. The Protection Ballistic Limit, now becoming
an Army Ordnance standard, is based upon damage to a 0. 020-
inch Dural sheet placed at a specified distance behind the plate.
Perforation of the Dural sheet by any fragment whatsoever is con-
sidered to be a complete penetration. For armor-piercing pro-
jectiles of plates, back-spalling does not occur and the Protection
Limit velocity is very nearly equivalent to the minimum perfor-
ation velocity (the core must pass completely through the plate to
perforate the Dural sheet). Blunt fragments may cause back-spall
which will perforate the Dural sheet. Thus, for armor materials
which spall readily, the Protection Limit may be lower than the
minimum perforation velocity.

Either the Protection Ballistic Limit velocity or Navy Bal-
listic Limit velocity may be substituted for minimum perforation

velocity in residual velocity equations. The expressions for resid-
ual velocity are insensitive to small variations in the value used
for minimum perforation velocity except at impact velocities very
near the minimum perforation velocity. Hence, either of the bal-
listic limit velocities will quite adequately represent the minimum
perforation velocity. Experimentally determined values for the
various ballistic limit velocities may be obtained from Figures
A-32 through A-52, pages 44 through 64, in Part A of the Appendix.
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These curves were plotted from curves and data originally obtained
from Ordnance Tank Automotive Command and the referenced docu-
ments. 8,9

During ballistic analyses concerning blunt fragments, plug
mass picked up during a full impact can effectively increase the pro-
jectile mass for a subsequent impact. Figures A-53 through A-55,
pages 65 through 67, can be used to obtain the normal Army Ballis-
tic Limit for WAL FSP having non-standard lengths. The normal
Army Ballistic Limit is approximately equivalent to the minimum
perforation velocity, Vxn for FSP. A good approximation of the
minimum perforation velocity for oblique impact, V x , can be ob-
tained using equation (44).

Experimentally determined values of ballistic limit velocities

automatically include the effects of projectile break-up at a given
obliquity. At impact velocities exceeding ballistic limit velocities,
break-up will occur at even lower obliquities. As impact velocities
increase, the residual perforation velocity equations rapidly become
insensitive to the value used for minimum perforation velocity (or
ballistic limit velocity). Thus, it will not be important to change
the value used for minimum perforation velocity in these equations.

In the case of fragment simulators perforating steel, the
minimum perforation velocity or ballistic limit velocity at any ob-
liquity can be estimated with the accuracy required for residual

velocity calculations, by the following relation,

Vx = Vxn/cos 8 (44)

Table A-IX in Part A of the Appendix, page 9, provides
verification for this observation. Hence, it is not necessary to
consult ballistic limit data concerning other than normal impact.
This same equation can also be used for FSP perforation of alumi-

num armor plate. Furthermore, the equation is almost exact
for the case of AP projectile perforation of aluminum plate. As
stated above, this relationship is especially useful when consider-
ing multiple impacts involving FSP, where the effective length
of the projectile changes.
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Minimum Perforation Velocity for Edge Impacts. In Sec-
tion 3, equations (38) and (39) page 82, were presented, representing
the minimum perforation velocities for FSP and AP respectively.
In that section, the accuracy of the expression concerning FSP
was adequately demonstrated by the results of an experimental
test program. While the few tests performed with AP do not con-
clusively validate equation (39), the data does not argue with the
calculated values, if the different residual velocities of the core
and jacket are taken into account.

Equation (38) is derived as follows. Consider the simplest
partial or edge perforation. A cylindrical projectile strikes the
edge in a direction normal to the surface; the axis of the cylinder
is parallel to the direction of motion. Assume that the projectile
passes through the edge without tumbling, deforming, or changing
direction, shearing out the segment of the edge intercepted by the
projectile. The ejected plug mass is bMsn (see Figure A-24, Part
A of the Appendix, page 36).

Assume that the velocity of the projectile is the minimum
perforation velocity, Vx3 , for the edge. Temporarily, consider
the plug mass to be unattached to the plate. For an inelastic col-
lision between the projectile and the free plug, the equation for
the free impact energy consumed is derived in exactly the same
manner as equation (4), and is,

El [11- MP 1 pV(

Mp+bMsn - (45)

which can be written in terms of the projectile dimensions as fol-
lows:

Ef= I L 2'
EE L+b - MpVxnUx (46)

The dynamic shear strength is relatively insensitive to
strain rate at high strain rates. Thus, the contribution of the
circumferential shear area to the energy required for perforation
will be essentially the same as that same contribution in the case
of a full impact with the same total shear area.
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This assertion rests upon the observation that the primary
contribution to the energy consumed is made by the shear area dur-
ing the first perforation step. This primary contribution is a force
component which increases the deceleration force and pressure, and
thereby increases the deformation of the projectile and plate. As
noted in a previous section, the actual shear work associated with
plug ejection (second perforation step) is negligible, except during
perforation of very thin plates.

The equivalence of the energies consumed due to the pres-
ence of the circumferential shear areas in the edge and full impacts,
defined above, provides the means for computing the value of this
energy for edge impact. For the full impact with a plate of thick-
ness (0/360)T, the energy consumed due to the presence of the shear
area is the difference between the total perforation energy (at the
minimum perforation velocity) and the free impact energy.

1
Es -1 MpVxn0 2 - Ebp (47)

Where the 0 in the subscript refers to the full impact with
a plate of thickness, (0/360)T, and T is the thickness of
the edge.

Note again that equation (47) also defines the energy consumed
due to the presence of the shear area during the edge impact.
Substituting (f11/360)M an for Man, and Vxn for V, in equation
(4) results in the expression for the free impact energy associated

with the full impact.

Eb@= " p +V Msnj - (48)
MP+l00- o 2 Mp xnop

360

which, in terms of the dimensions of the edge impact becomes,

I L 1 MpVxn (49)
Eb~~ L+ 0 TJ 2 ~, 2 (9

360

The total energy consumed during perforation at the minimum
perforation velocity of the edge, Vxni is the sum of equations
(46) and (47). Substituting equation (49) into equation (47), the
equation for the total energy is,
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r 11/2Mp~ne LM pVxn 2+ 1 Mp~

l/ZMpVxn4 = [ L + fUbT J 2 MpVxn 2 +

L __ T] MpVnxO (50)
360

Solving for the minimum perforation velocity of the edge results
in the following equation:

L + flbT (1

Vxn= IVxn = Vxn4. Lf T (51)
F36 0

Where i represents the radical.

For the AP projectile, the edge impact is diagrammed
using the procedure outlined on page 76, concerning the devel-
opment of equations (35) and (37). An equivalent rectangular
edge is defined whose surface is normal to the post-impact di-
rection of the projectile. The impact is then treated as a unidi-
rectional impact in the post-impact direction involving only the
component of initial velocity in that direction, V cos P. In this
way the AP projectile encounters a mass, bMsnE, where MsnE is
the mass of a full plug having the thickness of the equivalent edge.
The AP projectile does not shear a plug, but pushes the material
aside. If the plate mass is pushed aside during the unidirectional
partial impact in the same manner as the same mass is pushed
aside in a full impact, the energy required will be approximately
proportional to the ratio of masses. This would be strictly true
only if the partial impact involved sectors (pie-shaped) rather
than segments; however, the assumption is still approximately
correct. The equation which results from this assumption is
written as follows:

I/2 MpVxnE2 = b MpVxn2 (52)

Solving for Vxn

VxnE = Nrb Vxn (53)
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As long as the centerline of the projectile intercepts the edge (R is
negative) this equation will represent the facts. See Figure A-Z5,
page 37 in the Appendix. It should be reasonably accurate even when
the centerline is off the edge (R is positive).

During grille analyses it may be advisable to substitute 0/360
for b, when R is positive, to be conservative. In the usual case,
the AP will break up during the first or second impact when the
residual velocity is relatively insensitive to the value of the mini-
mum perforation velocity. Thus, in the usual case, use of equation
(53) will not affect the analysis significantly.

B. Procedure for the Ballistic Evaluation of Armored Grille
Designs

Grilles are ballistically evaluated on paper in a manner simi-
lar to the way in which they are evaluated at a Proving Ground. A
projectile is "fired" at the grille at a given velocity and orientation.
It is usually easy to identify the two or three positions and attack
angles which will most likely permit a projectile to defeat the grille;
thus, only a few "rounds" need be fired to establish the minimum
perforation velocity of a grille. The initial impact is analyzed to
determine the residual velocity and new direction taken by the pro-
jectile. In the case of an AP projectile, a determination is also

made concerning whether the projectile breaks up or not; if it
does, subsequent impacts are considered from the standpoint of
fragment attack rather than AP attack.

If the projectile is a fragment (Fragment Simulating Pro-
jectile), the plug it removes during a full impact perforation may
add to the fragment mass; thus, in the instance of full impact it
is conservative practice to add this mass to the projectile when
considering the subsequent impact. When performing a ballistic
analysis, the mass picked up during a given full impact perfor-
ation is added to the mass of the projectile (in terms of length)
when subsequent impact is being considered. When an edge im-
pact or ricochet occurs, plug masses will usually separate from
the projectile; thus, the initial mass (in terms of length, Lo) of
the projectile is used when considering the subsequent impact.
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Occasionally, several normal full impact perforations will occur
in sequence. In this case, the plug masses will remain with the
projectile; the mass of the projectile (in terms of length) will be
equal to the initial mass plus the masses accumulated inthis fashion
prior to the impact under consideration. Refer to the definition
of projectile length, L, in Table I, page 93. (It is important to

mention that ballistic impacts are highly inelastic so that this
assumption is not overly conservative).

The analysis of impacts proceeds down through the grille
until the projectile is defeated or defeats the grille. If the final
residual velocity is low compared to the minimum perforation
velocity (ballistic limit velocity) of the last impact, the minimum
perforation velocity, Vxg, for the grille can be determined by
setting the final residual velocity equal to zero, assuming the same
path, and working backwards up through the grille to determine a
new initial velocity. If the residual velocity is high, it is necessary
to start over again with a slower projectile, determine the new path,
and then work backwards using the new path, providing the new
final residual velocity is low. In some cases (depending on the
final impact or impacts) residual velocities up to 500 feet per
second can be considered low. Working backwards along a pre-
viously determined path rarely requires more than five minutes
if a computation form has been used; all constants have already
been evaluated. (See Form 198-5, Figures 43, 44, and 45, pages
94, 95, and 96, which is used to analyze impacts. )

There are three distinct types of impact to be considered:

1. Full Impact Perforation
2. Partial (Edge) Impact Perforation
3. Ricochet

The first two involve the solution of pertinent equations (as derived
in Section A, page 13 ) and referral to charts and graphs. Ricochet
is handled empirically.

In the case of Partial Impact Perforation, the geometry
of the edge is modified so as to create an equivalent rectangular
edge impact. This equivalent edge is always oriented so that
its upper and lower surfaces are perpendicular to the post-impact
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TlABLE!I

GRILLE B'ALLISTIC ANALYSIS, DETERMINATION OF RESIDUAL VELOCITY AND CHANGE IN DIRECTION. FULL IMPACT PERFORATION.

GENERAL EQUATION* V, cos 0 '4 1 .Vo Equatto No. (21) F SP
I + 0D'/d' T Equation No, (Z6) A AP (D'/d'= 0)

L costO

Guide to evaluation of equation parameters
__________PROJECTILE AND GRILLE MX'rE:RIAL

_________ WAL FSP APM 2 0, 50 Cal. Ball1 M~TMIAhiTF't~~mSteel 11. Alum. MIL Tiaim Selitionlum Steel MIIj Alum. MIL Titan um
'Parameter 126 46212I4 560 462 hl -4V I12560 46027 I6A1-4V

PFgNo Fi.No Fig. No, Fig. No FNo Fig. No. Fig. No. Fig.' No . Fig, NO.
Equation (20) A-2A A23 AA-2A52A-23 A-ZZ AA2 A-2

1) 1.00 0. 34 0.57 -nut required .00 not reqrld. 0. 57
Assuime to be unity. This prttlict . Assume ro., Assume zero,
a slightly htigh reolduat velocity Plug will Plug will be

D/aand Is conervativc. Asnume, to 0 0 0 be sMall 0 small com-
b)e necro when T/L Xncectity compared pared to
plug will ibe mouc, shorter anrto projec- projectile

Intial projectile leogth ltius plug
fromt pre-vious [till Imtpact ptrfor-
allot,. (If severial tormtal [tilt Im-
pacts occur lmmrtlliately betfore-
Impact being considered, all aucht

L plugs 1-oti ite dted to the pro- -- not required in -. not required in
jectile mast itt termts of lengtht. equation for AP -- equation for Ball -

If previos Imptact is an edge Im-
pact or ricocitet use only Initial
projectile length, Lo.

L+ (D'/I' 11 T ) n
Co. 0

See Fig. No%. 46 L. 47 Sen Fig. No.. 46 &.47 (A.O56I A-57 See Fig. Nos. 46 & 47 (A-56 &A-57)
T and 0 (A-56 L. A-57) Itequiroti only for calcculatton of Required only for calculation of

_____________Vn und It Vo and it
Vu.. Vxp. Vuc or Vxu/cos 0 Vopor Vnc V01 t . Vx 0  V0x, Or Vnp or Same as V x, or Vuc
If I- >L. value for V0 nost be or Vnc Voc APM
obtaitted to correaltond with Vxn/cos 0

V0  L (not Lu). Usr Vx,,/.O, 0
See Equatlon(44) If 1, > L

Fig. No Fig. No. Fig. No. Fig. Non. Fig. Nos. Fig. Nos. No Data Same as No Data
A-53 A-SI A-5S A-32, A-33 A-34, A-3S A-36, A-31 APZ 2

V U-e L Une. L Use L, A-38: A39
I(Not LO) (Nott Lo) (Not L..( _____ _____)_____ ____ ___

No Data No Data Figi. No.. Fig. Nu.. Fig. Nos. Fig. Nos. No Data Fig. Nos. No Data
Vmp (Prot vction( ____ _____ A-SO, 51 , IA-31 . A-33 A-34, A-35 A-36,A-37 A-34. A-35

Ntt Dsta No Data No Data Fig. NO,. No Data No Data No Data Same am No Data
Vxc (Navy) A-38, A-39 APMd 2

Fi.N, Fig. Nos. No Data o Do Dont No Data NO Data Same as No Data
V.. (Army) A44A4 A-47, A-48 use Fi tise Fig. APM 2

A-6 A-49 Nos. A-40 No%. A-42,
IA-41 A-43 I

*Equtation (21) is not completely general since it assttme. tat ptrojectile mass remains constant and plutg tmass has a constant
length, T. See equations (22) and (23). Equation (21) is tusetd because It Is easily evaluatedh and It Is completely adequate for
grille analyses.
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__________ COM PU-MTI ON SHEET ______

FULL ImpAC-t _Y EQUATIONS PARIALImp~T
F FACT TYPE -F IM

PWZ,-- P57 -LPQ -O --- nL

@cose -Cos - -R

b _b
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Figure 43. Grille Ballistic Analysis Computation Form. Form
198-5. Sheet 1/3
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CavPU-rnoN S.;-EFT

DETRMwcAIOn OFAP PROJE:CTILE BREA-UP
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198-5. Sheet 3/3
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direction of the projectile or fragment. Since the post-impact di-

rection is not known beforehand, a trial and error procedure has
been developed by which it can be determined. Several post-impact

directions are assumed and the ratio of the normal component of the

impact velocity (V cos P) to the minimum perforation velocity (Vxrx)
of the equivalent edge in the assumed direction is computed for each

direction. The results are superimposed upon a plot of this ratio
as a function of P which was determined by a firing program, Figure

No. A-31, page 43, in Part A of the Appendix. A smooth curve is
plotted through the points; the intersection of the curve, which is

characteristic of the edge, and the plotted experimental curve re-
veals the value of P , the angular change in direction. If the ratio,

V/Vxn in the initial direction (8= 0) is greater than 4. 0, P can be
assumed to be zero without computation.

With the general procedure in mind it will now be well to

consider each type of impact in detail.

1. Perforation - Full Impact.

Equation (21) page 60 permits computation of the residual
post-impact velocity, Vr . The values to be assigned to each param-
eter in the equation depend upon the projectile type and size, the
armor material, and the initial dynamic conditions. They are ob-

tained by referring to a variety of graphs, and in some instances,
additional computations are involved. Table I, page 93, completely
defines the means by which each parameter is evaluated and pro-

vides a guide to the proper charts and graphs to be used for a par-
ticular type of impact. Form 198-5, Figures 43, 44 and 45, pages
94, 95 and 96, is merely a means by which the equation can be
solved in an orderly fashion; it also provides a standard record
of each ballistic analysis. In some instances, often in the case

of AP, the computation is so simple that the form need not be used;
the computation can be shown directly on the Firing Sheet (a draw-

ing of the grille assembly cross section), upon which the shot is
diagrammed directly over the grille outline. However, it is con-

venient to record the impact on the form, since equation (26),
which concerns the AP projectile against steel and aluminum and
the 0. 50 caliber Ball projectile against aluminum, is the same as
equation (21) with DZ/d' set equal to zero; thus, Form 198-5 can
be used to compute the radical portion of equation (21) and to re-
cord the impact.
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The values of the equivalent thickness, T, and obliquity,
0, depend upon the manner in which the projectile impacts the
target. Figures 46 and 47, pages 99 and 100, illustrate the pro-
cedures used in diagramming impacts. These procedures are
based upon detailed studies of all possible types of impact; to
guarantee uniformity in the ballistic analyses, the diagramming
rules should always be observed when possible. Each of the
diagrams considers a free impact with an isolated edge. Con-
finement of the projectile by other edges will obviously require
modification of diagramming procedures. Often edges will con-
sist of two materials, i. e. , steel and aluminum. Usually, it is
apparent as to what modifications are required; practice leads to
confidence in making these modifications and it is impractical to
try to consider, in detail, every possible exception to the rules.

When considering a full impact it is not always possible
to diagram the impact as shown, Figure 46 (a), page 99. It is
often advisable to consider the full impact to be a partial impact
treated as illustrated in Figure 47 (b), page 100. The rules
which apply in this case are exactly the same as those which apply
to partial impacts. Since partial impact will be considered sub-
sequently, no further discussion is required here.

Where it is possible to diagram the full impact in the stand-
ard manner, Figure 46 (a) applies. If the impact and rear sur-
faces are irregular, straight lines are drawn to represent the sur-
faces (best fits for the irregular lines within the path outlines).
Since the point of emergence is not exactly known, the straight
line representing the rear surface must be based on an estimate
of the position of path outlines; usually this estimate will be quite
adequate. If an equivalent plate can be defined which accurately
represents the edge, the equations for residual velocity and angu-
lar change in direction, based on uniform plates, can be used to
obtain accurate values of Vr and P.

Except for the fact that the rear surface is not parallel to
the impact surface, the perforation is the same as that illustrated
in Figure 29 (b), page 49. As demonstrated in the discussion of
perforation, Section A. 2, page 48, primary deceleration of the
projectile and acceleration of the plug occur very early in the
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(a) FULL IMPACT
(See also, Figure 47(b) 2

Impact treated as a Y 0 2

partial)

T TaTb
~rf

• O
r

(b) PARTIAL impAcT V VcosA
Turning point o is
determined by drawing a
perpendicular to the pro- / /
jectile centerline through Dark area on grille bar
x (the first intercept of edge \ e
and projectile outline). The \Equivalen equals area of equivalent

value of 0 must be determined by \/ Edge edge which is off bar

trial. Several diagrams are drawn -

using assumed values for P. These / \
diagrams are used with sheet 2/3 //R T
of the Ballistic Analyses. Form n

198-5, to find the actual value T is measured from (1) the intersection of
of 15 graphically. / projectile outlines at m and (2)the inter-

section of edge and projectile outline at n.
If s 0, T is the distance between inter-
sections of the projectile outline and edge.

R and n.

R is (-) when q, is off edge
VCos8P R is -)when (i, is on edge

0 T
R Equivalent

\ -S Edge

Figure 46. Grilled Ballistic Analysis. Procedures for Diagram-
ming Impacts. Full and Partial (Edge) Impacts
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(a) RICOCHET

0

(b) FULL IMPACT TREATED AS A PARTIAL

NI
When a projectile strikes close to an edge, V Vcox0V it may not ricochet from the impact sur- s.

VCoeP face in the usual manner. The impact \
should be treated as a Partial Impact. Turn.

Ing point is at the intersection o of projectile \
centerline and impact surface. Otherwise,

In impact is treated in the same manner as
Partial Impact, Fig. 46(b). 1TEu 

Evulvalentn
j E dgeaEquivale nt R,V R Edge Edge-'-" I4

IRREGULAR SHAPE

V Often it is difficult to diagram
the Full Impact as shown in Fig.

E quivalent 46(a). It is then convenient to
Edge diagram the impact as a partial.

Turning point o is at intersection
of projectile centerline and impact

-V cos~ surface. P is determined in the
-r manner shown for Partial Impacts,

Fig. 46(b).

Figure 47. Grille Ballistic Analysis. Procedures for Diagram-
ming Impacts. Ricochet and Full Impacts which are
Treated as Partial Impacts
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perforation. The second perforation step, during which the plug
is sheared from the plate, occurs after the projectile and plug
have attained nearly identical velocities. Thus, the turning point
associated with the change in direction is near the impact surface
as shown on Figure 29 (b) and Figure 46 (a), page 99. When a pro-
jectile strikes a uniform plate, the obliquity of strike is the same
for both impact and rear surfaces. If the impact and rear surfaces
are not parallel this is no longer the case. The obliquity angles
01 and 02 represent the two obliquities associated with the impact
and rear surfaces on Figure 46 (a). The rear surface will influence
the shear angle of the second perforation step just as much as the
impact surface will, i. e. , the direction of shear is a function of
(1) the shear area encountered in any given direction and (2) the
shearing stress in that direction. Thus, the equivalent plate
should be oriented at the average value of 6 given by 01 + 02 .

2
This holds even when the perpendiculars to the surfaces, drawn
through the impact point, lie on either side of the velocity vector;
01 and 02 would have opposite signs in such a case. Evaluation
of sign need be of no concern in diagramming, since it is only
necessary to geometrically bisect these perpendiculars to obtain
the perpendicular associated with the equivalent plate. This pro-
cedure is consistent with a uniform plate impact since the average
value of the impact and rear surface obliquities is the impact ob-
liquity, 6.

The projectile will emerge somewhere between the per-
pendicular to the equivalent plate and the original trajectory line.
If it proceeds straight through, it will encounter a plate thickness,
Ta; if it proceeds in the direction normal to the equivalent plate,
it will encounter a plate thickness, Tb. The average value,
Ta + Tb , will be very close to the plate thickness actually en-

2
countered since Ta and Tb will rarely differ greatly from this
average. Use of the average is usually conservative during grille
analyses since P is almost always smaller than Or; the plate
thickness encountered will be slightly greater than the average
value for the type of impact shown in Figure 46 (a).
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To construct the equivalent impact, draw perpendiculars

1 and 2 through the impact point as shown on Figure 46 (a). Bisect

these perpendiculars with perpendicular 3 and draw the impact

surface 3 of the equivalent edge. (Or, more simply, orient the

impact surface 3 to intersect the impact point at an angle equal to

one-half the angle between the actual impact and rear surfaces.)

Draw two parallels to impact surface 3 which pass through the

points of intersection of the original trajectory, and perpendicular

3, with the actual rear surface. Draw the equivalent rear surface

parallel to and midway between these two parallel lines. Residual

velocity, Vr , and change in direction, P , can now be found as in-

dicated in Table I which concerns full impact with uniform plates.

2. Perforation - Partial Impact

Equation (36) page 76, applies to partial (edge) impacts as

derived from the general expression for full impact perforation.

Values for the parameters are found in the manner indicated on

Table II, page 103. It is important to understand that the equation

as written, applies to an equivalent impact defined by an equiva-

lent rectangular edge which the projectile strikes normally and

passes through unidirectionally in the post-impact direction. For

this equivalent impact, the component of impact velocity, V cos

which is parallel to the post-impact direction is taken as the im-

pact velocity for the equivalent edge. The minimum perforation

velocity, Vxn , , for the edge in the post-impact direction is ob-

tained as indicated on Table II.

The accuracy of this procedure for determining the residual

velocity, Vr, for FSP and AP was experimentally confirmed. Re-

sults of this test program are discussed in Section A. 3, page 76,

and presented on Table A-VIII, page 8 in Part A of the Appendix.

As shown on the diagrams of partial impact Figure 46 (b),

page 99, the projectile turning point is determined by the intercept

at x, of the projectile outline and the edge (which is carried over

to the projectile centerline at o). P is not known and it must be

determined by a graphical solution. Several values of P are assumed,

and T and R are determined for each case. The equivalent impact

plate thickness, T, is measured on the bar as the distance between m,
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the intersection of the initial and post-impact projectile outlines,
and, n, the intersection of the post-impact outline and the bottom
surface of the edge. R is the distance between the equivalent
edge and the projectile centerline. The equivalent edge is con-
structed by establishing T, the thickness of the equivalent rec.-
tangular edge; the top and bottom surfaces are drawn perpendic-
ular to the post-impact path centerline. The rectangle is closed
by a line parallel to the "T" line at a location, R, such that the
area intercepted on the equivalent edge is equal to that intercepted
on the real edge. Sheet 2/3 of Form 198-5, Figure 44, page 95,
is used to compute Vcos P for each assumed value of P ; these

Vxne

points are plotted on the graph found on this sheet (this graph is
a reproduction of Figure A-31, page 43, in Part A of the Appendix).
A smooth curve is drawn through the points. Actual P is the value
determined by the intercept of this curve and appropriate (AP or
FSP) curve shown on the form. These two curves were determined
experimentally for the type of impact characterized by the equiva-
lent impact geometry (the tests were mentioned in the previous
paragraph). If the striking velocity, V, is at least 4 times greater
than the minimum perforation velocity of the edge, Vxnj , (in the
initial impact direction) P can be assumed to be zero.

When treating a full impact as a partial, the impact is dia-
grammed as shown on Figure 47 (b) and all of the rules governing
partial impacts apply except for the determination of the turning
point, o.

3. Ricochet

Once it has been determined that a projectile will not per-
forate, the impact must be treated as a Ricochet. The intersection
of the projectile centerline and the impacted surface is used as a
turning point for ricochet; scoop depth and projectile flattening
during ballistic testing justify this assumption for characteristic
ricochet. See Figure 47 (a), page 100. Ricochet velocity, Vr,
and Post-Impact Obliquity, 0 r , are determined by referring to
the graphs listed in Table III, page 105.
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4. Grille Minimum Perforation Velocity

After a particular shot has been fired against a grille, the
Grille Minimum Perforation Velocity, Vxg, can often be found
simply by setting the final residual velocity equal to zero and
working backwards up through the grille along the same path. If
the minimum perforation velocity of the final impact is high (at
least twice as great) compared to the final residual velocity, the
residual velocity can almost always be reduced to zero without
greatly affecting the path. If the minimum perforation velocity
of the final impact is much lower than the residual velocity, it
may be necessary to fire again at a lower initial velocity to es-
tablish a new path. Then the Grille Minimum Perforation Veloc-
ity may be found by setting the new final residual velocity equal
to zero and working backwards to find the initial velocity (which
is the Grille Minimum Perforation Velocity by definition). This
is very conveniently done on sheet 1/3 of Form 198-5, Figure 43,
page 94, by writing in the new values above those determined
previously in the direction of the projectile.

5. Form 198-5 (Figures 43, 44 and -5)

Equations (21), (26), (36) and (37) can be used directly to
compute values of Vr; Tables I and II, and Figures 46 and 47
explain the manner by which parameters are evaluated. Form
198-5 merely provides a means for solving these equations in
a tabulated manner, thereby producing a standard record of the
progress of a given projectile through the grille being evaluated.
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, use of the form greatly
simplifies the determination of the Grille Minimum Perforation
Velocity, Vxg. The form is used in conjunction with the Firing
Sheet (a grille assembly cross section drawing) upon which the
progress of the projectile is charted directly over the outline;
values of 0, T, and R are measured on the Firing Sheet. When
using the form for the first time it will be helpful to identify each
step with the pertinent formula and with the procedures for deter-
mining the values of parameters.

Sheet 1/3. Figure 43, page 94. This page was set up
primarily to solve the perforation residual velocity equations.
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However, the form provides for completely defining and recording
all types of impact. Only the four parameters on the left hand side

marked with an asterisk are involved in a ricochet; thus, a ricochet
can be completely recorded by filling in these four values. The
equation for Full Impact is solved by performing the operations in-
dicated on the left side; it is wise to cross out all boxes which do
not apply for a given impact prior to the computation. The equation
for Partial Impact is solved by performing the operations indicated
on the right side. Note that many of the computations required for
fragments are not required for penetrating projectiles.

The sheet has been set up to automatically add the mass
of the plug from a full impact to the mass of the projectile for

the subsequent impact. If, as sometimes occurs, several normal
full perforations occur sequentially, the plug mass from each im-
pact should be added to the projectile for the consideration of subse-
quent impacts, until after a partial or oblique impact intervenes.
The sheet does not automatically perform this summation but does
supply all required information.

Sheet 2/3. Figure 44, page 95. This page is used to com-
pute the value for P , the change in direction of a projectile, as
the result of a Partial (Edge) Impact only. P has been experi-
mentally found to be a function of the ratio of the impact velocity
and edge minimum perforation velocity as shown in the graph at
the right side of the page. (See also Figure A-31, page 43, Part
A of the Appendix.) The procedure for finding P consists of as-
suming several values (three will usually suffice) and solving
for the minimum perforation velocity in each of the assumed
directions. The ratios, V cos P , are then computed. (Note

Vxn

that the computation scheme is essentially the same as that for
Partial Impact on Sheet 1/3. ) These calculated values are then
plotted on the graph on the right hand side of the sheet. The in-
tersection of the plotted curve and the appropriate experimental
curve (FSP or AP) determines the real value of P.

Sheet 3/3. Figure 45, page 96. This sheet provides for
computation of AP projectile breakup. Equation (38), page 82,
permits computation of the ratio between the applied force, Ft,
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and the breakup force Fb. When this ratio exceeds unity, the AP

will break up. Equations (33) and (34) are equation (32) written
in terms of the constants which apply to 0.50 and 0.30 caliber
AP. The form is set up to solve equations. Values of equation
constants for 0. 30 and 0. 50 caliber AP are given at the bottom
of the sheet. Computation of the equation is tabulated for Full
and Partial Impact (left and right respectively).

6. Limitations of the Procedure

Projectile size and shape, path confinement, composite
bars and edges, and the mode of projectile breakup are not com-
pletely accounted for within the procedures, nor can they be.
Therefore, it is important that these limitations of the procedure
be kept firmly in mind during analyses. For instance, the analyti-
cal procedures are based upon the sequential consideration of in-
dividual impacts. Projectiles may be confined by several surfaces
at once. The analyst must consider the influence of such confine-
ment upon the path of the projectile. Composite edges can often
be handled as two independent impacts, but not always.

It is apparent that a qualitative examination of a grille de-
sign should be made before the Procedure is used to perform a
quantitative ballistic analysis. While the first purpose of this pre-
liminary examination is to determine whether the design merits
further consideration, a second, and perhaps more important,
purpose is to identify grille weaknesses quickly. The ballistic
analysis will usually confirm the conclusions of the qualitative
examination and will supply numerical values for Grille Minimum
Perforation Velocities. However, in some cases the ballistic
analysis may fail to accurately define a weakness. For instance,
a small arms projectile may break up in a confined space; most
of the fragments may be caught in a trap. If the space is open to

the rear side of the grille impacts between fragments piling up in
the trap may cause some fragments to ricochet through the opening.
The procedure only considers impact with the grille itself and
would not predict this type of defeat.

A general agreement between the preliminary qualitative
examination and the quantitative ballistic analysis will provide
evidence to show that the limitations of the ballistic analysis pro-
cedures have not led to erroneous conclusions.
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7. Form 198-3C (Figure 48, page 110)

Form No. 198-3C, Grille Performance Evaluation, is a
convenient means of summarizing the performance of a grille.

The grille is ballistically compared to the armor it replaces.
The Grille Minimum Perforation Velocities, Vxg, at the weakest
attack obliquities are compared with the Minimum Perforation

Velocity, Vxp, of the armor at the same obliquities. The form
also provides for weight and air flow evaluation.

C. Grille Design

The general specifications for grille designs are deter-
mined by their location and available area on a vehicle. The
principal design considerations are those of air flow, ballistic
performance, weight and Infrared detection. This report deals
with bar or louvered grilles for which the I-R consideration usu-
ally is limited to observance of line-of-sight rules which specify
that the grilles be completely opaque in any direction to the direct

transmittal of light or heat radiation from the interior.

The ideal grille would provide the same protection as the
armor it replaces without any increase in weight and would offer
no restriction to the flow of air. Obviously these three design
considerations are antagonistic. Air passages which represent
little resistance to air flow also tend to offer little resistance to
the passage of projectiles and fragments. Weight may be added
to the grille to increase ballistic protection without a drastic re-
duction in air flow efficiency. A compromise between good air
flow, light weight and adequate ballistic protection is required.
Optimum designs will approach the perfect grille as closely as
possible; it will be up to the designer as to which parameter
will be compromised the most. Often air flow and ballistic
protection are favored with added weight as the compromise;
sometimes ballistic protection is sacrificed. Air flow require-
ments are based on engine heating and are less easily compro-
mised.

It is doubtful that a design procedure can be formulated
which will automatically yield the optimum grille for a given
application. Instead, a valid means of evaluating ballistic
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performance of any design will be available to the designer. The
designer can create a number of designs which he can proof test

ballistically on paper rather than through actual ballistic proofing
of prototypes. This will provide the means for identifying the best
designs and the weak points of each design. Design modification
can be made to optimize the best designs, which can be verified by
performing subsequent ballistic analyses. Final proof testing of
prototypes will be required only for one or two optimized designs.

His considerations of air flow can be verified through air flow
testing of wood models. The ballistic performance evaluation
procedures presented in Section B, page 91, and demonstrated in
this Section provide a fast and convenient means for checking the

ballistic design of a grille against fragments (FSP) and small
arms projectiles (AP and Ball).

1. Prototype Designs

Figures A-58 through A-64, in Part A of the Appendices
display several prototype designs which were submitted to Ord-
nance Tank Automotive Command for their consideration. In each
case projectiles pass in the direction, top to bottom. Figures
A-65 through A-71 are Evaluation Sheets upon which the ballistic
and air flow performances and weight of these grilles are tabulated.
Figures A-58 through A-60 are light weight designs and are not
capable of stopping AP projectiles. Figures A-61 and A-62 are
also light weight designs which are nominally designed to be
equivalent to 1 1/2-inch aluminum armor. Figures A-63 and A-64

are medium weight designs which are nominally designed to be
equivalent to 3/4-inch rolled homogeneous steel armor.

Figure A-58. This chevron style incorporates an included

angle which prevents ricochet toward the bottom openings. Thus,
all fragments are forced to perforate the bottom leg or the knee
area. Air flowlosses are slightly greater than those observed
for the standard T-41 grille.

Figure A-59. This design causes the plug ejected from
the relatively thin section and fragment to be trapped. Air flow
losses are considerably greater than standard T-41 grille losses.
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Figure A-60. The modified form of this design permits
passage of a fragment, fired into the grille, through a relatively
thin section as did the previous design. In this case the heavy
knee causes the plug and fragment to ricochet into the trap. Air
flow efficiency is very good; better than the standard T-41 grille.

Figure A-61. The steel upper bar intercepts and breaks
up AP projectiles fired across the bars. The aluminum absorbs
remaining fragment energies. In one direction into the bars the
AP projectile can escape break up, but must pass through two
thicknesses of aluminum before striking the heavier knee section.
Air flow efficiency is very good.

Figure A-62. This design is similar to the previous one;
however, the vertical aluminum section provides some advantages
in intercepting and guiding projectiles toward the horizontal direc-
tion. The caliber 0. 50 AP does not have free access to the alumi-
num section. Fragments reaching the hook will have been greatly
slowed down. Air flow for this design is excellent.

Figure A-63. The upper steel bar will tend to break up
AP projectiles. Fragments which enter the lower trap will rico-
chet upward and to the right, behind the knee. Perforation of the
lower trap is more difficult than if the pieces were welded together,

since bending will absorb some energy. Air flow efficiency is
poor.

Figure A-64. The heavy aluminum sections are capable
of breaking AP projectiles or absorbing kinetic energy so that the
hook can contain the remaining energy. Impact angles during firing
into the grille break up AP projectiles. Air flow efficiency should
be excellent.

2. Ballistic Analyses

Presentation of all of the ballistic analyses concerning the
prototype grilles would take too much space. As a means for il-
lustrating the ballistic procedures, the analysis of the 198-051
grille, Figure A-64 is presented in the Appendix.
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3. Prototype Evaluation

Results of prototype evaluations are presented on Form
198-3C, Figures A-65 through A-71, in the Appendix. Compari-
sons of ballistic performance, weight, and air flow performance
can be made using these sheets.
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